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Reviewer's report:

I appreciate the opportunity to review the manuscript entitled "Empirically derived dietary patterns and functional constipation among a middle-aged population from China, 2016-2018". The manuscript describes an interesting epidemiological study looking for association between constipation and dietary patterns in southern China. It is a well design study; manuscript is well written. Nonetheless, there are several concerns that authors should clarify:

Major concerns

1. Symptoms. For defining constipation, subject's symptoms should have been collected. How was the information about symptoms collected?

2. Constipation: it is named as functional constipation all along the study. In my mind, functional constipation is a diagnosis that required a medical evaluation and diagnosis. Just "Constipation" seems to be a better descriptor for an epi study.

3. Confounding variables:
   a. Fiber. It is well known that high fiber intake is inversely associated with constipation. Apparently, fiber intake could be estimated with the data collected in the study. Information on the amount of fiber in each diet would be interesting. Fiber intake should be included as a potential confounding factor in multivariate models to clarify whether fiber intake or dietary pattern is responsible of the association
   b. Medication. One of the confounding variables in multivariate models is usage of medication. It is not described in methods section how information about medication was collected. Moreover, drug usage is labelled as yes/no, although some medications may be associated with diarrhea (i.e metformin) while others with constipation (i.e anticholinergic drugs), so the simple adjustment by medication used is not very meaningful.
c. It is not reported the usage of traditional Chinese medicines or remedies which may potentially accelerate bowel transit. It may be speculated that subjects taking a traditional dietary pattern are also prone to use these remedies.

4. Traditional Chinese southern diet is described by the main food included, but I wonder if traditional way cooking includes any flavoring ingredient or spicy that may influence bowel transit.

Minor concerns

Although described elsewhere, I would suggest detailing that sample were obtained by stratified cluster random-sampling method in the methods section.

Association of constipation with hypertension. Hypertension is associated with constipation in the whole sample. When looking at figures in table 4, it seems that overall prevalence of hypertension in the Q4 sample of traditional Chinese diet is quantitative higher than in the other two Q4 samples of diet. Some clarification of the association of constipation, hypertension and diet should be interesting for the reader
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